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1 Navigating the landing page
On the top tool bar of the landing page you can select from the three different business lines. Select Country Risk & Industry
Research to access the Fitch Solutions content.
Use the Industries tab to navigate to the sector pages of 22 industry verticals, where you can find the latest research, access a country
dashboard and relevant data tools.
The Topics tab contains pre-configured searches to highlight the most relevant research for a trending topic.
Watch in the replay the latest events hosted by our Fitch Solutions Analysts via Multimedia. These videos give you more insight into
the thinking behind our analysis.
Data Tools provides access to Key Projects Database and Interactive Charts. Access to these features is dependent on your subscription.

Access specific Country Risk Pages via our Country Risk dashboard. Select a country or territory from the drop-down menu or type in
from the search bar.
For a breakdown of some key country risk factors, Fitch Solutions’ Country Risk Index provides a relative benchmarking tool to
compare countries in a global or regional context taking into consideration political, economic and operational risks across multiple
dimensions.
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2 Accessing industry pages
Under the Industries tab, you can access one of the 22 verticals.

Select ‘Industries’
Choose your vertical

The sector page offers access to our latest Daily Analysis, Country Reports, Strategic Content and relevant Special Reports.
Other relevant tools can be accessed through the quick links at the bottom of the page.
Dive into our Daily
Analysis, Country Reports
and Special Reports

Select one of the 200 countries available
under the Country Dashboard to access
a detailed overview and key country
analysis for your chosen sector
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3 Accessing the country dashboard
The country dashboard collates all the relevant analysis and reports providing a comprehensive view of the selected country and
industry combination.

Change your sector selecting among
the 22 verticals available or click on
Country Risk to access macro data
Sort the content according to your
preference or access the Risk and
Reward Index for an assessment of
the Industry Risk in the country

Read our quarterly published
industry reports for the most
comprehensive analysis of
the industry in the country

Under Country Risk, you can easily access the comprehensive coverage of the country with political and economic analysis.

Access our Country Risk section for the latest
Macro Analysis and Forecasts covering Developed,
Emerging and Frontier Markets
Read our Quarterly Country reports for a full analysis
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4 Setting up alerts for industry or country research
Create a custom alert to keep up to date with our latest research and receive links to reports directly in your mailbox.
To set up an alert, go to the Advanced Search option on top of the toolbar and select Research.

You will land on the Advanced Search Page. Click on Select Data Items to open up the filters tab. Open Fitch Solutions Industries
and tick the industry of choice. For country-level analysis, use the Country Risk filter. Narrow down your search by Geography and by
any Fitch Solutions Research Type.
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After selecting relevant filters, click on the bell symbol in the top right-hand side corner and save the alert.

Name the alert and set the frequency under
Delivery Options. The time setting is GMT
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5 Extract data and visualise it into charts
Explore, extract and visualize historical and forecast macroeconomic and industry data.
Select Country Risk and Industry Research from the home page. Then select Data Tools and click on Interactive Charts to access
our database and forecasts. Click on Select entities/geographies to start building your bespoke chart.

Select a country or region under Geographies using the filters or typing the name of a country in the text box and click on proceed at
the bottom of the page.
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You can select from a vast range of macro and industry data points expanding the appropriate categories and ticking the relevant fields.

A table with the selected data will be automatically generated and you can adjust the date range including up to 10-year forecast and
30-year historical data depending on availability. You can download the table in excel or click on proceed to create a chart.
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Proceed to visualise the data by creating bespoke interactive charts from 23 available options under Chart Type. Use the Refine
and Anotate tools to customize the chart. Expand the More button to download the chart in PNG format or share it with a colleague.
The chart will be automatically saved and ready to use when accessing interactive charts again.
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About Fitch Solutions
Fitch Solutions fuels better informed credit risk and strategy decisions
with reliable data, insightful research and powerful analytics. Get the
crucial intelligence and fresh perspectives you need, especially in
markets where information is hard to find and difficult to interpret.

Our data and research are produced with accuracy, granularity and
depth. Leverage workflow efficiencies, transparent methodologies,
and accessible experts who add extra value to our products.

Client Services
Dedicated support at the source
A dedicated team of Fitch client services professionals based in New York, London, Singapore, Hong Kong and Tokyo provide client
support. If necessary, we can put clients with detailed fundamental data questions in direct contact with Fitch Solutions data experts who
understand in detail the analysis of bank financial statements, and who will respond on the same day.
LONDON
+44 20 3530 2400
emeaclientservices@fitchsolutions.com

NEW YORK
+1 212 908 0800
usaclientservices@fitchsolutions.com

HONG KONG
+852 2263 9999
asiaclient.services@fitchsolutions.com

TOKYO
+81 3 3288 2715
asiaclient.services@fitchsolutions.com

SINGAPORE
+65 6796 7231
asiaclient.services@fitchsolutions.com
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